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Abstract

In this paper we propose an approach to lightweight acquisition, sharing and annotation of experience-based corpora via mobile devices. Corpora acquisition is the crucial and often costly process in speech and language science and engineering. To address this problem, we have built a system for creating a location based corpora annotated with multimedia tags (e.g. text, speech, image) generated by end-users. We describe a relevant case study for the collection of mobile user life logs. We plan to make publicly available such tools and platforms to the research community for collaborative development and distributed experiential corpora collection.

Index Terms: corpora creation, mobile data collection.

1. Introduction

Corpora acquisition is the crucial and often costly process in speech and language science and engineering. Most of the available corpora are primarily spoken or written text databases from diverse sources. Constructing a large language corpus has always been a complex and expensive task requiring careful planning, elaborate setup and dedicated infrastructure. Hence researchers have often had to depend on centralized and costly process such as in Switchboard [1] and ATIS [2]. More recently, live data collections engaging real users may be either recorded under controlled conditions or proprietary (e.g. contact centers).

To overcome these limitations, there have been attempts to perform speech data collection in the natural habitat of a user. Most of these experiments require the user to carry some kind of portable recorder, which records the user’s speech and actions. In one such experiment, the Electronically Activated Recorder or EAR [3], attempts to periodically record small pieces of ambient sounds using a wearable device carried by a user. In another recent experiment conducted by Google, [4] a transcribed speech corpora collection tool on the Android smartphone platform was developed. This tool provides textual prompts for the speaker to read. It collects data related to speaker’s demographics and GPS location. However such experiments have their disadvantages. The data collected tends to be non-spontaneous, of a single type of media (either speech or video), and does not have the other contextual information of the user augmented with it. Speech and language research would benefit from contextual information regarding the speakers’ experience including the language traces and behavioral signals.

We hereby propose a system to collect, share and annotate multimedia data, which can be further augmented with user’s experiences and other contextual information. Such an experiential corpus can be described as a consistent set of events over time in a physical world where we want to observe signals (verbal/non verbal) from the user and his activities. An event can be either active, in the form of a user recording a voice message, typing some text, or taking a photograph; or more covert or passive where a user’s physical state such as location, heart-rate or body temperature changes are recorded.

A few years back such a complex data collection task would have been a daunting task. However the recent improvements in the smart-phone technology has opened up a new avenue for augmenting user experiences with collected speech and text corpora. Using a smart phone a user can effortlessly record voices, take photographs or log messages in the form of text. The smart phone can also record the user’s location, provide data about the user’s movement using the accelerometer and communicate with other sensors on the user’s body to understand his complete experience.

Motivated by these considerations, we have built the iScout system: a platform for creating a location based multi-media corpora. iScout currently includes an iPhone application for collecting speech, text, image and location data while users travel or visit different places; and an online platform Giscovr for creating a collaborative platform around this collected data. Users can record their daily tracks, annotating them with speech, text and images, and later view it offline or upload it to the Giscovr community to share it. Other people following similar trails during trekking or touristic visits can view the data on this community. The user-annotated files are available in KML format [5] for later manual or automated processing (e.g. metadata annotation/augmentation).

2. System Architecture

Our current implementation of the iScout system is based on client/server architecture, composed by an iPhone app on the client side, and a web application called Giscovr [6] on the server side.

2.1. The Client system

The client system is currently implemented as an Apple iPhone app running on the iOS platform to record and store speech and other multimedia data collected by the user. The phone also provides additional metadata such as geographical position of the speaker, which can be augmented with the data collected.

The iScout platform uses the paradigm of tracks. The user can enable the tracking-mode of the iScout application, which continuously tracks the user’s geographical position and also displays it on the application’s internal map. The user can add a waypoint at any geographical location and can enrich it by adding audio messages, images, or text notes which are immediately annotated with the user’s information.

iScout makes use of the Core Location framework of the iOS to retrieve location information from the phone’s GPS and draw real-time trails on the map whenever the user’s location gets updated. A limitation of the Google map on iOS is that it does not allow updating of already existing routes on the map. As a solution an aggregation algorithm [7], which keeps merging chunks according to a specific aggregation factor was used. iScout can run as a background task, so that even when the user minimizes the application or locks his phone the GPS location continues to be tracked by the iScout application thus tracing the path.
2.2. The Server side

The Server is based on the Giscover platform, a system that provides the users a unique set of location-based services integrated with social network interactions. The Giscover platform allows the end-users to upload the data collected using iScout to their website to create a “tour-composition”. A tour composition is a collection of media contents assembled from a number of items such as photographs, audio and video recordings, points of interests (POIs), and location based GPS trails.

- Audio recordings and their conversion to formats supported by the most of modern browsers;
- Reverse geo-coding and reverse geo-discovery;
- QR code integration;
- Post editing and annotating of tours by users;
- Comment on the users’ tours by the community members.

3. Discussion and conclusion

The iScout system has already been used to collect a large body of data in the domain of trekking or city touring. We have also experimented with iScout in the shopping scenario. By opening the tools and platform to the research community we expect to enrich it with annotation tools, sensors and interfaces. The goal is to make iScout and its collaborative developments a research vehicle to collect experiential corpora.
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